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The British Library Map Catalogue on CD-ROM is pro-
duced by Primary Source Media (an imprint of the Gale
Group) in association with the British Library. It consists of
a CD-ROM, accompanied by a booklet written by Tony
Campbell. Its production was a mammoth undertaking in-
volving the re-keying of three catalogues (a total of 19
volumes), and their joint merging with the post-1974 auto-
mated file.  The component parts are namely:

¤ British Museum catalogue of printed maps, charts and
plans. Photolithographic edition to 1964. 15 v. (1967)

¤ Ten year supplement, 1965-74. 1 v. (1978)

¤ Cartographic Materials File (1975-97)

¤ Catalogue of manuscript maps, charts and plans and of
the topographical drawings in the British Museum. 3 v.
[with addenda]

It should be noted that the map catalogue of the Orien-

tal and India office is excluded. The original 15 volume

catalogue was notoriously difficult to use, being arranged in

a single geographical alphabet, whereas the catalogue of

manuscript maps was arranged in a geographical hierarchy.

To conduct a comprehensive search therefore was not a

straightforward task, and certainly not a quick one. The

CD-ROM offers fast and easy searching of all catalogues si-

multaneously, within certain restrictions. These

restrictions are why the CD-ROM is accompanied by a 59

page booklet devoted entirely to searching the catalogue,

and in the main they arise through the fact that the old cata-

logues were re-keyed rather than re-catalogued. The

original catalogue was compiled over a number of years,

starting in the mid-nineteenth century, and cataloguing

styles have changed drastically since then. The oldest items

therefore include a bare minimum of information, often

only a title and publication details. Full AACR2 catalogu-

ing began at the British Library in the 1980s, and in between

a variety of different styles were employed.

Description

The CD loads on quickly and easily and starts up to a title
page reproduction of a 1561 world map by Girolamo
Ruscelli. From here one can read an introduction (repro-
duced in the Searching guide) or start the search screen.
The search screen is clearly and simply laid out, consisting
of a table into which search terms may be typed. On the left

are 12 buttons which label the search field, on the right a
column will indicate how many hits you have in a given
field. Passing the cursor over the buttons or text fields gives
an indication at the bottom of the screen as to the purpose of
the button, or the form in which to enter the search term.
Thus the button labelled “Year” has the message “Click to
view the index of publication and manuscript dates”, and
the adjacent text box has “You have four searching options.
Type in e.g. 1600. For anything earlier, type e.g. <1600.
For anything later, type e.g.>1600. For a range, type e.g.
1600 to 1700". There are two methods of searching, by
clicking on the buttons to see what is available (sorted by
word and line), or by typing in a search term. The fields are
”Place/Area covered"; “Place/Sub-regions”; “Name/Pub-
lisher”; “Title”; “Year”; “Place of Publication”; “Subject”;
“Format”; “Scale”; “Language”; “Shelfmark”;
“ISBN/ISSN”; and “Whole record”. One field,
“Place/Sub-regions” can only be searched by button; it
opens a hierarchical geographical tree. Its purpose is to al-
low retrieval of material of ‘unspecified places falling
within a specified area’. So searching here for Isle of Wight
finds 299 records, but searching in the “Place/Area cov-
ered” field finds only 137. This is because the latter finds
things only with Isle of Wight as the main heading, and the
former additionally retrieves all items with Isle of Wight as
a subheading, e.g. Bonchurch, Isle of Wight (Parish).

Three more buttons at the top of the screen give search

commands, and two lead to help pages. One of these is a

specialized command for help with series designations.

Once you have typed in a search string, the right-hand col-

umn will tell you how many hits you have. Going to the List

Display screen gives a listing of all records found, consist-

ing typically of area heading; title; and publication details.

This list can be sorted by any field. Switching to Full Dis-

play gives all available details of a chosen record.

At its simplest a record may be:

Place/Subject: LONDON. Maps and charts

Title: Wyld’s New Plan of London

Publication Details: London, [1851]

Former Shelfmark: 3480.(137.)

Shelfmark: Maps 3480.(137.)

A more recent example adheres to Anglo-American

Cataloguing Rules (AACR2):

Place/Subject: London : environs. Maps

Title: The village London atlas : the

growth of Victorian London

1822-1903

Publication Details: London : Alderman, 1986

Scale: Scale 1:31 680

Physical Details: 1 atlas(204p) : maps ; 31cm

Names: Ordnance Survey

Notes: Maps are facsimiles of:

Ordnance Survey 1" to 1 mile

maps
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ISBN/Control No: 0946619263

Shelfmark: Maps 62.a.33.

You can select records from either the List Display or

the Full Display screens, which allows you to either print

them or export them to a word-processing package. Se-

lected records are unfortunately not stored, which means

that returning to the search screen clears the selections. The

results of two or more searches cannot therefore be com-

pared on screen, or printed out together at the end of a

session.

Searching

There are so many variations on what it is possible to search
on that it is impossible to compare them all. There are traps
for the unwary to fall into, and this is one case where read-
ing the manual should be a first resort rather than the last.
For example searching under title for ‘world atlas’ finds
only 286 records. This is because the search engine resorts
to a phrase search if more than one word is typed into a text
box, rather than defaulting to the Boolean operator AND.
‘World AND atlas’finds 997 records – much more realistic!

In the same way, the unwary user might wish to search

for a particular subject, for example cadastral maps. Simply

typing the word ‘cadastral’ in the subject field or selecting

‘cadastral’from the subject list produces one solitary record

(for Moravia). This is because only that single record has

been classified as ‘cadastral’. It does not mean there is only

one cadastral map in the British Library’s collection. Here

it is more appropriate to use the Whole Record field and

type the word. This produces 195 hits. Adding a wildcard

at the beginning to cover topocadastral produces 199 hits.

However this will include all entries with cadastral any-

where in the record, and so will include a number of

irrelevant hits from for example, the Portuguese Instituto

Geográfico e Cadastral. The guide points out that the ma-

jority of records do not have a subject classification, and

suggests seeing what is actually available by scrolling

through the line index.

A known item can also be retrieved in this way, by us-

ing the title button and choosing the option to view the title

index by line. Type the first few words of the title in the

search box, and the list will jump to the appropriate place on

the list. Scale is another minefield for searching. This field

can be used to search on a specific scale or a range. How-

ever it should be noted that the earliest records had no scale

given at all, and until about 1940 only a verbal scale state-

ment was given, e.g. 10 millaria Germanica to the inch.

Scale can therefore only be used for searching those records

containing a Representative Fraction, i.e. post-1940 printed

maps and all manuscript maps. The guide does give much

valuable advice on converting verbal statements to R.F. and

includes a table of archaic scales and their equivalent value

in millimetres.

Fields can be easily combined to search for say, all

maps of London published between 1701 to 1730. By using

the Place/sub-regions button, London and its sub-regions

can be searched. This gives 3491 records. Typing in 1701

to 1720 under year gives 5908 records, of which 122 re-

cords pertain to London. On examining the list display, this

includes a number of architectural plans and views. These

can be excluded by returning to the search screen and typing

NOT “Plans and Views”.  This produces 50 records.

Conclusions

On the whole the British Library Map Catalogue is a mag-
nificent achievement. It is straightforward to use, fields can
be easily combined for complex search strategies, the geo-
graphical tree is a sensible way to index areas and the help
files and searching guide are comprehensive and for once
do actually help. Given the time and effort that has gone
into this project it seems churlish to quibble at all, but I do
have a few reservations.

It could be said that the very straightforwardness of the

program is misleading. It is possible to think you are

searching the whole database when you are in fact search-

ing only a portion of it, because the data you are searching

for are simply not there for the majority of the records.

Without re-cataloguing a major part of the collection this

cannot be rectified, and indeed the help files and the search-

ing guide make the shortcomings perfectly clear. Perhaps

more serious is the absence of a facility to keep a selection

of records ‘tagged’ after several search processes. Results

must be printed out or exported immediately, before start-

ing another search.

The hierarchical geographical tree has some peculiari-

ties. It does not include extra-terrestrial material, which

must be searched for laboriously under individual planet

names, and such terms as solar system, astronomy and plan-

ets. It does include names of countries which no longer

exist, although maps of them do e.g. Czechoslovakia, as

well as the new countries which have replaced them. Some

of the names of new countries are not identical to the current

form recognised by the UN, though they are all recognis-

able e.g. Kyrgyzstan is given as Kirghizistan. Changes in

spelling of names leads to another peculiarity, which is

demonstrated by the fact that entering ‘Bahrain’under place

finds no records at all. The geographical tree finds 16 re-

cords, but they all have an area heading of ‘Bahrein’. An

opportunity to modernize this spelling has been lost. Spell-

ing mistakes must inevitably occur in such a large

undertaking, but I found only one – St Ives was in one case

entered as St 1ves, effectively ‘losing’ it.

The British Library Map Catalogue is seductive. The

fascination of seeing what there is available for different ar-

eas is engrossing. In my case the process of seduction was

rudely and frequently terminated by an unfortunate com-

puter problem, which caused the screen to freeze. The

support team at Gale Group were unable to suggest a solu-

tion, but a software clash seems the most likely cause.

Despite this irritation, the translation of four separate cata-

logues to a single searchable database has been highly

successful, and must increase the ease of use of this valu-

able resource.

Judith Fox

For further details of this product, please contact Stephen Lewis,

Tel 020 7257 2990 or email sales@psmedia.co.uk or

sales@psmedia.com
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Multimedia cartography

Edited by William Cartwright, Michael P.Peterson
and Georg Gartner
Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer Verlag, 1999
343 pp + CD-ROM
£34.00 / US$ 59.00   ISBN 3 540 65818 1

Cartography has contributed to the dissemination of infor-
mation in map form for generations. Through all that time,
it has evolved making use of developments in technology
and scientific research to improve the clarity of the detail
conveyed. In this generation of computer-based communi-
cation, this text provides the evidence of early activities in
the profession embracing the world of the Web and multi-
media. In reporting projects such as the national electronic
atlases, it provides an opportunity for readers to delve fur-
ther into the amazing range of aspects of the subject. As
such, it will prove a launch point for new and creative re-
search in cartographic applications. The editors in their
final chapter tease out aspects from each preceding author
to stimulate such future work.

The text is presented in three parts, namely: Theoreti-

cal considerations, Products made by cartographers, and

Future directions. In some senses, the case is argued that

multimedia cartography is a new subject, dubbed

“Cybercartography”, but when one reads the individual

presentations, it is clear that actually traditional carto-

graphic skills are evolving to take on the demands of cyber

style. The underlying questions of symbolism, representa-

tion, user understanding and clarity of message do need

rethinking in this evolutionary period.

The examples of Products, some included on the asso-

ciated CD-ROM, are beginning to show their age already.

Several, such as the CD atlases, by their own admission can

now be improved. It is a function of the speed of technolog-

ical progress that logically one tends to plan and design on

the basis of minimum expected system specifications (case

quoted p.154, 486/33Mhz PC, 4MB RAM and CD-ROM

etc!) rather than envisioning beyond current maximum

specification in the expectation that by the time the product

is available technology will easily cope.

While understanding that this is a cartographic work,

surely some of the intention is to promote awareness of the

potential contribution of cartographers to information com-

munication in general and to the realms of visualization and

multimedia. Visualization is embraced by a much wider

range of users than just cartographers e.g. computer scien-

tists and others. Often they seem oblivious to well

established cartographic principles and consequently

re-invent the wheel albeit with new twists and turns useful

to our profession. This raises the question of cartography’s

role in education. Firstly, modern cartographers must be

given the skills of multimedia design and construction just

as in the past they were taught the intricacies of scribing and

colour printing methods. Secondly, cartographic presenta-

tion methods can be used to enhance the learning process in

many other subjects, especially the world of geographical

information.

I hope this text can be promoted well beyond the map-

ping profession to allow others to appreciate what

cartography has to offer to this expanding media.

Tim Fearnside

Voyages and Visions: towards a cultural
history of travel

Edited by Jas Elsner and Joan-Pau Rubiés
London: Reaktion Books, 1999
£16.95 paperback, ISBN 1 86189 020 6

Travel writing is a boom industry. In trade publishing,
books like Peter Mayle’s A Year in Provence have become
cultural events in their own right, related to a much broader
explosion of travel writing in books and newspapers, which
is in turn connected to significant shifts in patterns of travel
and forms of tourism in the last decade or so. In the acad-
emy, travel has become a key focus of a set of
interdisciplinary debates involving anthropology, geogra-
phy, history, cultural studies, literary studies, the history of
science, and sociology. This academic interest in travel has
been sparked by seminal work by writers such as Edward
Said, James Clifford, and Mary Louise Pratt, which has
identified the extent to which metropolitan cultures have
been shaped and constituted by their complex engagements
with non-European cultures, peoples, and places. In turn,
this has led to significant revisions in conceptualizations of
culture itself, and of academic disciplines and academic
theory. In Clifford’s terms, all cultures are understood to be
‘travelling cultures’, in the sense that they are both poten-
tially mobile, and therefore constituted by their movements
through an array of geographical scenes; likewise, follow-
ing Said, all theory is ‘travelling theory’, cut loose from
simple origins, always an amalgam of various ideas drawn
from various sources, and always liable to creative appro-
priation in new locations. Thus, the empirical interest in
histories of travel is related to a fundamental re-thinking of
basic categories of analysis in the humanities and (to a
lesser extent) the social sciences, marked by the profusion
of vocabularies of hybridity, syncretism, positionality, and
mobility.

It is in this broad academic and non-academic context

that the present volume needs to be placed, for it both sup-

plements and extends the range of issues addressed by

contemporary work. In particular, it brings together analy-

ses of periods and geographical locales which often remain

disconnected from each other. Far and away the most visi-

ble field in which travel has become a concern is that of

colonial discourse and postcolonial theory, where the pri-

mary historical focus is on the period of high European

colonialism and imperialism from the late-eighteenth cen-

tury to the mid-twentieth century, with an associated

concentration on certain parts of the world (especially the

Indian sub-continent). So, it is nice to find a collection that

brings together in the same volume essays which extend

from the very start of modern European colonial travel in

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries all the way to the

post-war period, and cover not only the classical Orient but

also the Americas, and even science-fiction accounts of
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outer space. This breadth of coverage is allied to a serious

intellectual position that distinguishes this book, namely its

concern to highlight the differences between different

forms of imperial project, and therefore the variety of na-

tional paradigms of travel narrative. Furthermore, read as a

whole, the essays serve to underscore the complexity of

power-relations negotiated through practices of travel. The

essays establish that travel has served not only as an instru-

ment of imperial power, nor merely as a means of rational,

objective mapping of new places. Precisely because travel

involves a series of interactions and dependencies between

travellers, guides, and local peoples, it is a practice that is

just as likely to generate visions of reciprocity as it is to sus-

tain images of domination and subordination. It is for this

reason that travel has become such as important theme

through which re-conceptualizations of social relations of

power and resistance are explored in contemporary social

and cultural theory. As a number of the essays in this collec-

tion make clear, travel is as much an occasion for critical

self-reflection on the limits of modern rationality as it is an

occasion for the expression of the supposed supremacy of

western values.

This collection is, then, an important contribution to

the burgeoning field of critical studies of travel, bringing to-

gether acute analyses of scientific and non-scientific

writing from a variety of different geographical and histori-

cal periods. It is worth noting, however, a few limitations of

the volume, which point towards possible ways of expand-

ing the editors’ stated project of developing a

comprehensive ‘cultural history of travel’. The first of these

is the overwhelming emphasis on the printed word; there is

only one chapter which touches upon accounts of travel in

non-print media, such as film, television, or recorded mu-

sic. These new technologies of representation not only

provide new mediums for presenting practices and experi-

ences of travel, but they also re-iterate a store of past

narratives in novel ways. This interface between new cul-

tural technologies and old narratives also opens up a second

limitation of the volume under review, which is its emphasis

on the narratives of metropolitan travellers, to the general

exclusion of ‘subaltern’voices. Acentral feature of contem-

porary postcolonial theory is upon the ways in which

marginalized subjects produce counter-discourses which

interrupt and appropriate the representations of the power-

ful in creative ways. The historical and textual bias of

Voyages and Visions, while welcome in certain respects,

leaves open the possibility of further studies of the textual

and non-textual mediums through which travel narratives

have been produced by other subjects from other places.

And finally, the issue of the variety of technologies of repre-

sentation and their imbrication one with another also points

to the absence of sustained analysis of questions related to

the publics and audiences through which narratives of

travel circulate. It is one of the intriguing ironies of the per-

sistent popularity of travel writing that, as a genre, it

depends on a set of relationships between those who travel

(authors), a mobile set of technologies through which they

represent their travels (books, magazines, television docu-

mentaries, etc), and a set of more or less sedentary

audiences who read or watch their books and programmes.

The cultural history of travel, in short, turns on a set of rela-

tionships between mobility and immobility, embedded as it

is in a broader history of the transformation of places, land-

scapes, and social relations into temporarily fixed

formations through which commodities, people, and repre-

sentations can flow. These, then, are just a few of the ways

in which the further development of the cultural history of

travel elaborated in this volume might be pursued, direc-

tions which promise further cross-disciplinary tourism of

the sort exemplified by this book.

Clive Barnett

2000 Official City Atlas Milton Keynes:
large 1:10 000 scale

With FREE Pull-out District Leisure Guide worth
£1.50
Reading: Commission for the New Towns and
GEOprojects (UK) Ltd, 1999
32pp (+14pp). ISBN 0 86351 124 4, ISBN 0
86351 126 0 (Pull-out guide) £4.75

This is so much more than a standard street atlas. Before
considering this review I would urge all readers, without
hesitation, to go out and acquire a copy of the atlas, just to
confirm the comments that are about to be made.

The very nature of Milton Keynes demands a publica-

tion such as this informative atlas in order to do the city

justice. This reviewer has been a very occasional visitor to

Milton Keynes, and finds the place truly intriguing. Armed

with the 2000 Official City Atlas, Milton Keynes can rap-

idly be placed into context. If we need to find “Rubbra

Close”, we know from the index that it is located in the

Browns Wood district. A quick glance on page iv reveals

that Browns Wood’s streets are named after classical com-

posers. Once identifying Rubbra Close we see in an instant

that it lies in a residential area (coloured pale green), has a

cycle track (or Redway) running parallel to the close, and

that there is an avenue of trees beyond the cul-de-sac. We

can also glean that Browns Wood was incorporated into the

city in the 1984-91 period, at around the time the “first wine

from Woughton grapes” was ready to drink. This is defi-

nitely not traditional street atlas fare.

So how do we learn about such detail? GEOprojects

(UK) Ltd have been working in Milton Keynes since 1975,

and this partnership is reflected in the contents of the atlas.

They assume the following pattern: a general location map

of Milton Keynes in the context of southern England at

1:1,250,000; “Landmarks in time” – six maps tracing the

development of Milton Keynes – AD50-1967, 1968-75,

1976-83, 1984-91, 1992-99, and 1999 onwards – through-

out this section eight types of land use are identified in

colour; there follows a page on the place names of Milton

Keynes, including the 34 local districts and the themes of

their street names; a map of Milton Keynes and district at

1:190 000 scale; a page for the atlas legend, using ten

colours for land use, plus the key map; then 19 pages of the
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atlas proper; a six-page index; and a two-page map of Cen-

tral Milton Keynes at 1:5 000.

The Pull-out District Leisure Guide includes four

pages of 1:100 000 scale mapping featuring tourist informa-

tion for the surrounding area (bounded by Northampton,

Bedford, Harpenden and Waddesdon); then ten pages iden-

tifying all those attractions shown on the maps, with

detailed descriptions, contact details, and an alphanumeric

location reference to the maps.

Returning to the atlas proper, each double-page spread

includes a key to the adjoining pages, the geographical ex-

tent of the map within the city boundaries presented in full

colour – all of which is very striking. The only criticism that

can be levelled here is the use of a sky blue colour for “Edu-

cational Areas”. At a quick glance, this could be mistaken

for water, though lakes, rivers and canals are shown in a

paler powder blue.

Still, the atlas claims “unrivalled mapping: clear, accu-

rate and up to date”. It is hard to argue with that assertion.

For this 2000 edition, GEOprojects have also added the fas-

cinating historical section, the large-scale central area map,

and featured the new Theatre District and Midsummer

Place.

In conclusion, not only is the atlas a very slick, profes-

sional product which every reader of this review should

unreservedly go out and buy (at £4.75 this represents excep-

tional value for money), but the atlas has an extra attraction

– such is the wealth of geographical and historical informa-

tion within its pages, this reviewer is minded to take note of

Paul Weller’s words from the Style Council’s 1985 album

“Our favourite shop”, and “Come to Milton Keynes”.

Nick Millea

AA MILEMASTER BRITAIN 1999

Basingstoke: AA Multimedia, 1999

AA Milemaster Britain 1999 is CD-based electronic route
finding package, designed to run on PCs with a 100MHZ or
higher processor, with 16MB RAM. It operates under Win-
dows 95, NT or 98, requires at least 16MB of hard disk
space, and retails for under £50.

The interface comprises a map, used as the main query

interface and to display results of route calculations, to-

gether with a smaller locator map and navigation buttons. A

range of functions are supported by menu options and but-

tons, and the status bar is used to provide useful text

information. Lists of routing instructions may be displayed

in a separate map window, and other text windows display

data about map features, such as points of interest, includ-

ing accommodation, pubs and tourist features, together

with links to the AAWeb site. Maps and instructions may be

printed in colour, or cut and pasted to the clipboard.

The maps displayed in the main window are an impor-

tant selling point of the package. Their default design is

quite attractive, an appropriate amount of relevant detail is

displayed at each of the eight default map resolutions, and

the user can override defaults to create customized detail,

by turning features on or off. Map data are structured into

seven categories: road or rail features, water and parks,

boundaries, places, tourist information, recreation and

other. These map data are derived from the AA digital map

database used in the publication of its 1:200 000 scale

printed mapping. Colours are appropriate for the features

and the map display is well designed for a back lit computer

screen. Calculated routes stand out clearly in yellow above

the map detail. More detailed town maps may also be dis-

played, but are less useful or aesthetic.

A successful route finding package depends upon data

quality, the nature of the routing algorithm and the range of

functionality supported by the interface. Whatever the de-

sign quality of a map on screen these other features will

affect the way the package might be used. Milemaster’s

strengths lie with the AA data and the routing instructions

generated. These tell the user what appears on the signposts,

unlike other competing packages. However AA data does

not include ferry information, so planning a route to a Scot-

tish island is impossible. Nor is urban detail available to

support a street name search, unlike in competing products

such as Andes Travelmanager or Microsoft’s Autoroute

2000 GB. In contrast to AND Route 99, Milemaster’s cov-

erage is restricted in Great Britain.

Unfortunately the points of interest data are less useful

than the mapping, and include a few interesting geocoding

errors. I particularly liked the location of the Carleton Hotel

Bournemouth on the map between Mill Hill and Snake

Summit, some distance from the nearest road and in the

highest part of the Derbyshire Dark Peak!

There are more important drawbacks which severely

limit the uses which might be made of the CD-ROM. I

found it quite hard to get used to the interface. My 13 year

old son played with it for a bit and also got frustrated at the

needless complexity, a sure indication from the Tomb

Raider generation of insufficient attention to functional de-

sign! Why does the locator window not support a zoom

function? Why is there no box zoom? Why do you have to

turn off all features individually, rather than a whole class of

features? Why do you have to have three symbols for the

same feature e.g. Alton Towers the place on the map, Alton

Towers the theme park symbol, and Alton Towers the place

of interest, and why can’t these all appear at the same loca-

tion? Why are the point symbols in the map database

graphically very similar to the points of interest symbols,

but functionally completely different? You can interrogate

points of interest by clicking on them to call up database re-

cords (including hot links to Web sites if they exist), but

map features do not support these functions, despite appear-

ing very similar. Why does the package allow you to display

too many points of interest for the default scale? Why is it

hard to work out how to cancel a function such as the

map-based origin and destination selection? Why are there

only limited export facilities?

Above all else though, why is the user not given more

control over speed, the most critical feature of any

route-planning package? There is an option to program in

heavy lorry speeds, and to avoid low bridges, but no facility

to define speeds at which you want to travel on different
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types of road or according to different weather conditions.

Costs and fuel consumption can be set, and routing options

allow roads or places to be avoided, but unlike some of its

CD-based competitors Milemaster forces a default set of

speeds upon the user, which may be entirely inappropriate

for the GTI or 2CV driver. It becomes rather difficult to

over-ride the not always sensible route choices thrown up

by the package.

So overall, despite the map quality, and the useful route

instructions, the problems with its functionality make it dif-

ficult to recommend Milemaster over other competing

routing products.

Chris Perkins
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The NEBENZAHL PRIZE for
DISSERTATIONS in the HISTORY of
CARTOGRAPHY

The Newberry Library and its Hermon Dunlap Smith Cen-
ter for the History of Cartography invite submissions to the
Nebenzahl Prize for Dissertations in the History of Cartog-
raphy. This prize is awarded every two years to the author of
a recently completed dissertation in any field, which is
judged by the prize committee to have made the most sig-
nificant contribution to the study of the history of
cartography. The prize will be awarded on the basis of the
dissertation’s originality, scholarship, and writing quality.

An outright prize of $1,500 will be presented to the au-
thor at the time of the award. Prize winners will also receive
a fellowship to support research related to revision or ex-
pansion of the dissertation to be done in residence at the
Newberry Library. The fellowship carries a stipend of $800
month and will be prorated for periods of two weeks to two
months. Prize winners will be offered a review of their dis-
sertations by the University of Chicago Press.

Doctoral dissertations in any field must be submitted to
the competition no later than November 1, 2000, provided a
significant portion of their content is concerned with the
history of cartography. The dissertation must have been ap-
proved by an accredited Ph.D. granting institution during
the 24-month period prior to the competition deadline (No-
vember 1, 1998 - October 31, 2000). Submissions from
outside the United States are welcome, so long as the copy
submitted is in English. Two paper copies of the disserta-
tion, one in bound form and one unbound, inclusive of all
illustrations, must be submitted along with three letters of
recommendation and appropriate documentation from the
Ph.D. granting institution. Authors will be notified of the
results of the competition after January 1, 2001.

For further information about the prize, contact James Akerman,
Director, The Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of
Cartocraphy, The Newberry Library, 60 West Walton Street, Chi-
cago, IL 60610-3380, USA phone (313) 255-35 23; email
akermanj@newberry.org
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